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On Thursday, December 1, 2022, Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation (BCI) Special Agent
(SA) John Tingley (Tingley) received video footage from the Delaware County Sheriff's Office
(DCSO). SA Tingley was informed that the videos contained footage from the DCSO drone
cameras related to the officer-involved critical incident which occurred on August 20, 2022, at
15266 Gilchrist Road, Mt. Vernon, Knox County, Ohio.

There are seven main files/folders, with each of the main files/folders having secondary
folders contained within. Furthermore, the secondary folders are also separated into multiple
folders.

As there is no date or timestamp on these videos or photographs, the time listed, where
applicable, will be the progression of the video from the beginning of the video.

Also, for purposes of this report, the residence, which will be described as the "mother's
residence," is the residence on the property at 15266 Gilchrist Road and is where Saundra
Wilhelm resides.

DJI_202208200716_021 (Main folder which contains seven secondary files)

DJI_202208200716_021 (secondary file which contains four folders)

DJI_20220820074012_0001_S

This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of video from the camera on the drone rotating as
the drone is in flight.

DJI_20220820074012_0001_T

This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of video from the low-light camera on the drone
rotating as the drone is in flight.

DJI_20220820074012_0001_W
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This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of video from the camera on the drone rotating as
the drone is in flight.

DJI_20220820074012_0001_Z

This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of video from the camera on the drone rotating as
the drone is in flight.

DJI_202208200746_022 (secondary file which contains 11 folders)

DJI_20220820075935_0001_T

This folder consists of a single photograph taken from the low-light camera which shows the
property on Gilchrist Road, north of the Wilhelm property at 15266 Gilchrist Road, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio.

DJI_2022-0820075935_0001_W

This folder consists of a single photograph which is an overview of the Gilchrist Road
property, including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the
mother's residence; part of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property.

DJI_20220820075935_0001_Z

This folder consists of a single photograph taken from the camera on the drone which shows
an unknown field at an unknown location.

DJI_20220820075936_0002_S

This video is 0:02:52 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property.

At approximately 0:01:53, the camera focuses in on the parking area between the two
buildings, which constitute the business property. The main focus being on a red pickup truck
towing a trailer and which is maneuvering about the parking area.

DJI_20220820075936_0002_T

This video is 0:02:52 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property.

DJI_20220820075936_0002-W

This video is 0:02:52 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
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using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business; and the surrounding yard and property.

DJI_20220820075936_0002_Z

This video is 0:02:52 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property.

DJI_20220820080706_0003_S

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business with a propane tanker truck parked in the driveway approximately midway between
Gilchrist Road and the business itself.

At approximately 0:00:06, a tan SUV drives from the western-most building to the propane
tanker truck and parks on the south side of the tanker truck.

At approximately 0:00:53, the tan SUV leaves the area of the propane tanker truck and drives
westbound down the driveway towards Gilchrist Road.

The tan SUV then reaches the fence line and turns northbound, paralleling the fence line. The
tan SUV then reaches the driveway to 15266 Gilchrist Road and turns eastbound onto the
driveway.

The tan SUV shortly thereafter reaches the parking area near the aforementioned residence
and parks.

Bradley Wilhelm is then observed walking towards and then arriving at another propane tanker
truck which is parked in the driveway of the residence. Bradley Wilhelm then moves around
the back of the propane truck and begins working on something at the rear of the truck.

At approximately 0:03:15, the camera angle moves northbound.

DJI_20220820080706_0003_T

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business, using a low-light camera, with a propane tanker truck parked in the driveway
approximately midway between Gilchrist Road and the business itself.

At approximately 0:00:06, a tan SUV drives from the western-most building to the propane
tanker truck and parks on the south side of the tanker truck.

At approximately 0:00:53, the tan SUV leaves the area of the propane tanker truck and drives
westbound down the driveway towards Gilchrist Road.

The tan SUV then reaches the fence line and turns northbound, paralleling the fence line. The
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tan SUV then reaches the driveway to 15266 Gilchrist Road and turns eastbound onto the
driveway.

The tan SUV shortly thereafter reaches the parking area near the aforementioned residence
and parks.

Bradley Wilhelm is then observed walking towards and then arriving at another propane tanker
truck which is parked in the driveway of the residence. Bradley Wilhelm then moves around
the back of the propane truck and begins working on something at the rear of the truck.

At approximately 0:03:15, the camera angle moves northbound.

DJI_20220820080706_0003_W

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property.

At approximately 0:03:16, the camera angle moves northbound as the drone itself begins
traveling northbound.

DJI-20220820080706_0003_Z

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business with a propane tanker truck parked in the driveway approximately midway between
Gilchrist Road and the business itself.

At approximately 0:00:06, a tan SUV drives from the western-most building to the propane
tanker truck and parks on the south side of the tanker truck.

At approximately 0:00:53, the tan SUV leaves the area of the propane tanker truck and drives
westbound down the driveway towards Gilchrist Road.

The tan SUV then reaches the fence line and turns northbound paralleling the fence line. The
tan SUV then reaches the driveway to 15266 Gilchrist Road and turns eastbound onto the
driveway.

The tan SUV shortly thereafter reaches the parking area near the aforementioned residence
and parks.

Bradley Wilhelm is then observed walking towards and then arriving at another propane tanker
truck which is parked in the driveway of the residence. Bradley Wilhelm then moves around
the back of the propane truck and begins working on something at the rear of the truck.

At approximately 0:03:15, the camera angle moves northbound.

DJI_202208200828_023 (secondary file which contains eleven folders)
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DJI_20220820084023_0001_S

This video is 0:12:18 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property. Propane tanker trucks are also observed in both the driveway to the residence at
15266 Gilchrist Road, and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business. A tan SUV is also seen parked
facing northbound on the east side of the mother's residence at the aforementioned address.

At approximately 0:00:58, Randy Wilhelm and Bradley Wilhelm leave the outbuilding located
south of the mother's residence and walk to the mother's residence. At this point, Randy
Wilhelm is observed carrying a scoped rifle. Upon arriving at the mother's residence, both
Randy and Bradley Wilhelm enter the residence through a rear door.

At approximately 0:06:43, Bradley Wilhelm exits the residence carrying a long gun.

At approximately 0:06:47, Randy Wilhelm exits the residence also carrying a long gun.

Bradley Wilhelm then gets into the driver's seat of the tan SUV while Randy Wilhelm gets into
the front passenger seat.

At approximately 0:07:22, the tan SUV, with Randy and Bradley Wilhelm inside, departs from
the mother's residence and takes a winding way to Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159
Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

At approximately 0:09:53, the tan SUV arrives at the aforementioned address on Monroe Mills
Road and parks behind (east side) the residence, facing southbound.

At approximately 0:10:27, Randy Wilhelm exits the tan SUV carrying an AR 15 style rifle, while
Bradly Wilhelm exits the tan SUV carrying a shotgun.

Both Randy and Bradley Wilhelm then walk towards the rear door to the garage of the
residence, which is a short distance away.

At approximately 0:11:31, Randy Wilhelm enters the residence trough the rear door into the
garage, while Bradley Wilhelm stands guard near the same door, while holding a long gun.

DJI_20220820084023_0001_T

This video is 0:12:18 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:08:54, an unknown vehicle emerges from the tree line east of the Wilhelm
Bottled Gas business and travels to Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159 Monroe Mills Road,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

DJI_20220820084023_0001_W
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This video is 0:12:18 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:08:54, an unknown vehicle emerges from the tree line east of the Wilhelm
Bottled Gas business and travels to Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159 Monroe Mills Road,
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

DJI_20220820084023_0001_Z

This video is 0:12:18 in length and consists of an overview of the Gilchrist Road property,
including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's
residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the surrounding yard and
property. Propane tanker trucks are also observed in both the driveway to the residence at
15266 Gilchrist Road and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business. A tan SUV is also seen parked
facing northbound on the east side of the mother's residence at the aforementioned address.

At approximately 0:00:58, Randy Wilhelm and Bradley Wilhelm leave the outbuilding located
south of the mother's residence and walk to the mother's residence. At this point, Randy
Wilhelm is observed carrying a scoped rifle. Upon arriving at the mother's residence, both
Randy and Bradley Wilhelm enter the residence through a rear door.

At approximately 0:06:43, Bradley Wilhelm exits the residence carrying a long gun.

At approximately 0:06:47, Randy Wilhelm exits the residence also carrying a long gun.

Bradley Wilhelm then gets into the driver's seat of the tan SUV, while Randy Wilhelm gets into
the front passenger seat.

At approximately 0:07:22, the tan SUV, with Randy and Bradley Wilhelm inside, departs from
the mother's residence and takes a winding way to Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159
Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.

At approximately 0:09:53, the tan SUV arrives at the aforementioned address on Monroe Mills
Road and parks behind (east side) the residence, facing southbound.

At approximately 0:10:27, Randy Wilhelm exits the tan SUV carrying an AR 15 style rifle, while
Bradly Wilhelm exits the tan SUV carrying a shotgun.

Both Randy and Bradley Wilhelm then walk towards the rear door to the garage of the
residence, which is a short distance away.

At approximately 0:11:31, Randy Wilhelm enters the residence trough the rear door into the
garage, while Bradley Wilhelm stands guard near the same door while holding a long gun.

DJI_20220820085243_0002_S

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
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15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.
Bradley Wilhelm is seen holding a long gun and standing guard near the rear door into the
garage of the residence.

At approximately 0:00:14, the camera angle moves westbound as the drone begins flying
northbound.

DJI_20220820085243_0002_T

This video is 0:03:55 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence from
a distance, as well as the surrounding yard and property using a low-light camera.

The camera angle then moves westbound as the drone begins flying northbound. Shortly
thereafter, the drone lands at the command post.

DJI_20220820085243_0002_W

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.
Bradley Wilhelm is seen holding a long gun and standing guard near the rear door into the
garage of the residence.

At approximately 0:00:14, the camera angle moves westbound as the drone begins flying
northbound.

DJI_20220820085243_0002_Z

This video is 0:03:49 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.
Bradley Wilhelm is seen holding a long gun and standing guard near the rear door into the
garage of the residence.

At approximately 0:00:14, the camera angle moves westbound as the drone begins flying
northbound.

DJI_20220820085457_0003_T

This folder consists of a single photograph which is an overview of an unknown field using a
low- light camera.

DJI_20220820085457_0003_W

This folder consists of a single photograph which is an overview of an unknown field.

DJI_20220820085457_0003_Z

This folder consists of a single photograph which is an overview of an unknown tree and
antenna.
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DJI_202208200902_024 (secondary file which contains 19 folders)

DJI_20220820090847_0001_S

This video is 0:12:12 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:01:09, the Delaware Tactical Unit BATT armored vehicle, which is in the
driveway to the residence near the garage doors, begins backing eastbound down the
driveway.

At approximately 0:01:27, the BATT front driver's windshield is struck by gunfire fired by
Randy Wilhelm from a second-floor window of the residence.

At approximately 0:01:29, the BATT front passenger windshield is struck by gunfire fired by
Randy Wilhelm from a second-floor window of the residence.

At approximately 0:04:17, a Razor side-by-side ATV leaves Randy Wilhelm's residence
through a garage door.

Once the Razor clears the residence, it begins traveling eastbound through the yard towards
Gilchrist Road. Bradley Wilhelm is observed driving the Razor, while Randy Wilhelm is seated
in the passenger seat. Eventually the Razor is lost from view behind the tree line, which runs
east/west and is between the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's house and
outbuilding at 15266 Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:05:05, the Razor comes through the aforementioned tree line between the
Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's residence and outbuilding. The Razor traveled
on a well-worn dirt path that brought the Razor through the tree line a short distance east of
the outbuilding.

Once through the tree line, the Razor drives almost directly towards the Delaware Tactical Unit
Bearcat, which is parked on the southeast corner of the mother's residence.

At approximately 0:05:09, the Razor turns sharply to the south and begins heading towards
the tree line. As the Razor turns, an AR-15 style rifle can be seen coming from the Razor and
landing in the grass.

At approximately 0:05:17, the Razor stops short of the tree line. Bradley Wilhelm opens the
driver's door of the Razor but is struck by gunfire before he is able to exit the Razor.

At approximately 0:09:21, the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle arrives at the
stationary Razor. The tactical team members cover the Razor while awaiting another tactical
unit.

At approximately 0:11:38, the Ohio State Highway Patrol tactical team arrives at the Razor in
their Bear armored vehicle. The Bear bumps the back of the Razor to check for any movement
from either occupant.

This document is the property of the Ohio Bureau of Criminal Investigation and is confidential in nature. Neither
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The video concludes with both tactical units in their respective vehicles' stationary near the
Razor.

DJI_20220820090847_0001_T

This video is 0:12:12 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property
using a low- light camera. This view is also from a greater distance away.

At approximately 0:01:09, the Delaware Tactical Unit BATT armored vehicle, which is in the
driveway to the residence near the garage doors, begins backing eastbound down the
driveway.

At approximately 0:04:17, a Razor side-by-side ATV leaves Randy Wilhelm's residence
through a garage door.

Once the Razor clears the residence, it begins traveling eastbound through the yard towards
Gilchrist Road. Eventually the Razor is lost from view behind the tree line, which runs
east/west and is between the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's house and
outbuilding at 15266 Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:05:05, the Razor comes through the aforementioned tree line between the
Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's residence and outbuilding. The Razor traveled
on a well-worn dirt path that brought the Razor through the tree line a short distance east of
the outbuilding.

Once through the tree line, the Razor drives almost directly towards the Delaware Tactical Unit
Bearcat, which is parked on the southeast corner of the mother's residence.

At approximately 0:05:09, the Razor turns sharply to the south and begins heading towards
the tree line.

At approximately 0:05:17, the Razor stops short of the tree line.

At approximately 0:09:21, the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle arrives at the
stationary Razor.

At approximately 0:11:38, the Ohio State Highway Patrol tactical team arrives at the Razor in
their Bear armored vehicle. The Bear bumps the back of the Razor to check for any movement
from either occupant.

DJI_20220820090847_0001_W

This video is 0:12:12 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.
This view is also from a greater distance away but using a standard daylight camera.

At approximately 0:01:09, the Delaware Tactical Unit BATT armored vehicle, which is in the
driveway to the residence near the garage doors, begins backing eastbound down the
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driveway.

At approximately 0:04:17, a Razor side-by-side ATV leaves Randy Wilhelm's residence
through a garage door.

Once the Razor clears the residence, it begins traveling eastbound through the yard towards
Gilchrist Road. Eventually the Razor is lost from view behind the tree line, which runs
east/west and is between the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's house and
outbuilding at 15266 Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:05:05, the Razor comes through the aforementioned tree line between the
Wilhelm Bottled Gas business and the mother's residence and outbuilding. The Razor traveled
on a well-worn dirt path that brought the Razor through the tree line a short distance east of
the outbuilding.

Once through the tree line, the Razor drives almost directly towards the Delaware Tactical Unit
Bearcat, which is parked on the southeast corner of the mother's residence.

At approximately 0:05:09, the Razor turns sharply to the south and begins heading towards
the tree line.

At approximately 0:05:17, the Razor stops short of the tree line.

At approximately 0:09:21, the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle arrives at the
stationary Razor.

At approximately 0:11:38, the Ohio State Highway Patrol tactical team arrives at the Razor in
their Bear armored vehicle. The Bear bumps the back of the Razor to check for any movement
from either occupant.

DJI20220820092943_0002_S

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley
Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit's Bearcat armored vehicle is observed parked at the southeast
corner of the mother's residence.

Both the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle and the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear
armored vehicle are observed parked in the yard a short distance from the Razor. The MRAP
vehicle being east of the Razor and the Bear vehicle being north of the Razor.

DJI_20220820092943_000_T

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property using a low-light camera with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's)
residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled
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Gas business; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit's Bearcat armored vehicle is observed parked at the southeast
corner of the mother's residence.

Both the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle and the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear
armored vehicle are observed parked in the yard a short distance from the Razor. The MRAP
vehicle being east of the Razor and the Bear vehicle being north of the Razor.

DJI_20220820092943_0002_W

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley
Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit's Bearcat armored vehicle is observed parked at the southeast
corner of the mother's residence.

Both the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle and the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear
armored vehicle are observed parked in the yard a short distance from the Razor. The MRAP
vehicle being east of the Razor and the Bear vehicle being north of the Razor.

DJI_20220820092943_0002_Z

This video is 0:16:08 in length and begins as the drone is flying south above Gilchrist Road.
Shortly thereafter, the view consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road property, with
the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding south of the
mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley Wilhelm's
residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit's Bearcat armored vehicle is observed parked at the southeast
corner of the mother's residence.

Both the Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP armored vehicle and the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear
armored vehicle are observed parked in the yard a short distance from the Razor. The MRAP
vehicle being east of the Razor and the Bear vehicle being north of the Razor.

DJI_20220820092943_0003_S

This video is 0:07:24 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley
Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:04:28, the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear drives southbound through the
yard and goes through the tree line separating the outbuilding and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business on a dirt path.
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The Bear continues through the property near the business before exiting the property onto
Gilchrist Road at the business driveway gate through the fence. The Bear then turns
northbound onto Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:06:29, the drone camera angle moves eastbound as the drone begins
flying northbound towards the command post.

DJI_20220820092943_0003_T

This video is 0:07:24 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property using a low-light camera with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's)
residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled
Gas business; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:04:28, the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear drives southbound through the
yard and goes through the tree line separating the outbuilding and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business on a dirt path.

The Bear continues through the property near the business before exiting the property onto
Gilchrist Road at the business driveway gate through the fence. The Bear then turns
northbound onto Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:06:29, the drone camera angle moves eastbound, as the drone begins
flying northbound towards the command post.

DJI_20220820092943_0003_W

This video is 0:07:24 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley
Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:04:28, the Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear drives southbound through the
yard and goes through the tree line separating the outbuilding and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business on a dirt path.

The Bear continues through the property near the business before exiting the property onto
Gilchrist Road at the business driveway gate through the fence. The Bear then turns
northbound onto Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:06:29, the drone camera angle moves eastbound, as the drone begins
flying northbound towards the command post.

DJI_20220820092943_0003_Z

This video is 0:07:20 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; Bradley
Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.
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DJI_20220820101611_0004_S

This video is 0:16:18 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit Bearcat is seen parked at the southeast corner of the mother's
residence at 15266 Gilchrist Road. The Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP is also seen parked in the
yard east of the Razor, however, the Razor is not visible initially due to the camera angle.

At approximately 0:06:43, the camera zooms in and the Columbus Fire Department Bomb
Squad robot is seen approaching the Razor (with Randy and Bradley still inside) near the tree
line between the outbuilding and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business. For the next few minutes,
the robot moves around the Razor while checking the vehicle.

DJI_20220820101611_0004_T

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's)
residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled
Gas business; and the surrounding yard and property.

DJI_20220820101611_0004_W

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit Bearcat is seen parked at the southeast corner of the mother's
residence at 15266 Gilchrist Road. The Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP is also seen parked in the
yard southeast of the residence.

DJI_20220820101611_0004_Z

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

The Delaware Tactical Unit Bearcat is seen parked at the southeast corner of the mother's
residence at 15266 Gilchrist Road. The Delaware Tactical Unit MRAP is also seen parked in the
yard southeast of the residence.

DJI_20220820101611_0005_S

This video is 0:02:03 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
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south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:00:43, the camera angle moves eastbound. The camera then began
focusing on Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Multiple law enforcement vehicles are seen parked at the driveway entrance to Randy
Wilhelm's residence.

At approximately 0:01:06, the drone camera angle moves back to Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:01:32, the drone begins flying northbound.

DJI_20220820101611_0005_T

This video is 0:02:03 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property, using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's)
residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled
Gas business; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:01:32, the drone begins flying northbound.

DJI_20220820101611_0005_W

This video is 0:02:03 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:01:32, the drone begins flying northbound.

DJI_20220820101611_0005_Z

This video is 0:02:03 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business; and the
surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:00:43, the camera angle moves eastbound. The camera then began
focusing on Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
Multiple law enforcement vehicles are seen parked at the driveway entrance to Randy
Wilhelm's residence.

At approximately 0:01:06, the drone camera angle moves back to Gilchrist Road.

At approximately 0:01:32, the drone begins flying northbound.

DJI_202208201054_025 (secondary file which contains four folders)

DJI_20220820105701_0001_S
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This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and
property.

DJI_20220820105701_0001_T

This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property, using a low-light camera, with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's)
residence; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; and
the surrounding yard and property.

DJI_20220820105701_0001_W

This video is 0:00:04 in length and consists of an overview from a distance of the 15266
Gilchrist Road property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
Bradley Wilhelm's residence: the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; and the
surrounding yard and property.

DJI_20220820105701_0001_Z

This video is 0:00:05 in length and consists of an overview from a distance of the 15266
Gilchrist Road property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
Bradley Wilhelm's residence; the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; and the
surrounding yard and property.

The Ohio State Highway Patrol Bear armored vehicle is also seen parked in the driveway of
Bradley Wilhelm's residence.

DJI_202208201220_026 (secondary file which contains eight folders)

DJI_20220820122304_0001_S

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:00:09, the camera angle moves, and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business
comes into view.

At approximately 0:01:16, the camera angle moves and Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159
Monroe Mills Road comes into view. Three law enforcement vehicles are also seen parked in
the driveway of Randy Wilhelm's house near the garage doors.

DJI_20220820122304_0001_T

This video is 0:16:08 in length. However, the screen is pink and nothing else is visible.

DJI_20220820122304_0001_W
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This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property from a distance with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence;
the outbuilding south of the mother's residence; a portion of the Wilhelm Bottled Gas
business; Bradley Wilhelm's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:01:15, the camera angle moves and Randy Wilhelm's residence and
surrounding property at 15159 Monroe Mills Road comes into view from a distance.

DJI_20220820122304_0001_Z

This video is 0:16:08 in length and consists of an overview of the 15266 Gilchrist Road
property with the overview including Saundra Wilhelm's (mother's) residence; the outbuilding
south of the mother's residence; and the surrounding yard and property.

At approximately 0:00:09, the camera angle moves, and the Wilhelm Bottled Gas business
comes into view.

At approximately 0:01:16, the camera angle moves and Randy Wilhelm's residence at 15159
Monroe Mills Road comes into view. Three law enforcement vehicles are also seen parked in
the driveway of Randy Wilhelm's house near the garage doors.

DJI_20220820122304_0002_S

This video is 0:04:31 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.

Three law enforcement vehicles are also seen parked in the driveway of Randy Wilhelm's
house near the garage doors.

At approximately 0:01:16, the camera angle moves, and the drone begins flying northbound.

At approximately 0:04:10, the drone lands at the command post.

DJI_20220820122304_0002_T

This video is 0:04:36 in length. However, the screen is pink and nothing else is visible.

DJI_20220820122304_0002_W

This video is 0:04:31 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road from a distance, as well as the surrounding yard and property.

Three law enforcement vehicles are also seen parked in the driveway of Randy Wilhelm's
house near the garage doors.

At approximately 0:01:16, the camera angle moves, and the drone begins flying northbound.

At approximately 0:04:10, the drone lands at the command post.

DJI_20220820122304_0002_Z
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This video is 0:04:31 in length and consists of an overview of Randy Wilhelm's residence at
15159 Monroe Mills Road, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, as well as the surrounding yard and property.

Three law enforcement vehicles are also seen parked in the driveway of Randy Wilhelm's
house near the garage doors.

DJI_202208201243_027 (secondary file which contains four files)

DJI_20220820130048_0001_S

This video is 0:00:01 in length and consists of a view of an unknown field.

DJI_20220820130048_0001_T

This video is 0:00:01 in length. However, the screen is pink and nothing else is visible.

DJI_20220820130048_0001_W

This video is 0:00:01 in length and consists of a view of the command post from a distance.

DJI_20220820130048_0001_Z

This video is 0:00:01 in length and consists of a view of an unknown field.

These video recordings are attached to this case file as Reference Item E.
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